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ABSTRACT . . :...

Descriptive natur:d-language captions can help organi/e multimedia data. We

describe our MARIE system that interprets English queries directing the fetch of

media objects. It is novel in the extent to which it exploits previously interpreted and

indexed English caIptions for the media objects. Our routine filtering of queries

through descriptively-complex captions (as opposed to keyword lists) before retrieving

6 data can actually improve retrieval speed, as media data are often bulky and time-

consuming to retrieve, difficult upon which to perform content analysis. and even

small improvements to query precision can often pay off. Handling the English of

captions and queries about them is not as difficult as it might seem, as the matching

does not require deep understanding, just a comprehensive type hierarchy for caption

concepts. An important innovation of MARIE is "supercaptions" describing sets of

captions. which can minimize caption redundancy.

This work was sponsored by the Naval Ocean Systems Center in San Diego. California. the Naval Air

Warfare Center in China Lake. California. and the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School under funds pro-
vided by the Chief for Navad Operations.



1. Introduction

Captions have historically been an essential tool in organizing and accessing multimedia data. especially

nontextual data. Captions in natural language can embody the classificatory information and heuristic

advice necessary to navigate through very large data collections. Unfortunately. no current databas-0"

systems exploit natural-language captions in a comprehensive way for data access. Many mu!timedia

database systems store text information, but most just store it as another data item that cannot help

retrieve related data items. Some systems, such as the existing one for the Photo Lab at the Naval Air

Warfare Center in China Lake. CA. USA, index multimedia data from isolated keywords extracted frnm

captions, ignoring v•auable information present in the caption. For instance:

Within the strands of the wire coral forest, schools of three-inch-lone cardinad fish hovcr lftcinv

into the current, their silvery skins mirroring the camera's electronic tl:L'h. Nati' ;'-

g,,raphic. 0(1 1990. p. 22)

If we index this caption on its principal keywords "coral.' "forest." "school,." "cardinal." "fish."

"current." "skins." "camera." and "flash," we can get false hits in querying "cardinals in torcst..." "ih in

high schools." and "cameras with low current electronic ILashes." We could prefer the mate hcN that

match more words of the query. but this does not prevent the fundamental misunderstandinLs in the

three matches. Some work in information retrieval has linked nouns to corresponding adjti',es Iiir

keyword lookup. but this handles only part of the problem. and what is clcarly needed iN a full patr,,c

and semantic interpretation ol captions and queries using methods of language understandinLe and

knowledge representation from artificial intelligence. Full natural language descriptions Aould avoid

most ambiguity problems of words in keyword lists, improving the query match precision.

General natural-language understanding remains an unsolved problem. but handling captions and queries

about them is much simpler for four reasons. First, full understanding is not necessary to retrieve data.

For instance, we need not know exactly what "wire coral" and "cardinal fish" are in the example above.

just their main features and their position in a type hi,'rrchv of organisms. Second. the langu;ic'e for

descriptive captions is often quite concrete, since it usually must describe read things and not .tbstra. -
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tions, which means few verbs, and verbs are the hardest part of language understanding. Third. the

forbidding-appearance specialized words in captions are generally nouns of grammatically simple sub-

categories (like the genus and species of organisms) that can rarely be confused with other English

words. Fourth, software for interpreting restricted sublanguages has become better and more available

recently.

Captions can do more than improve friendliness of a multimedia database system. however. They can

actually speed access to multimedia data by providing additional, intelligent filtering of possible

matches before retrieval. Thus caption-based access might well run faster than keyword-based, despite

the greater overhead for query interpretation and more complex matching, because media data can often

be large records retrieved from slow bulk storage. Furthermorc. the user can interact wiith •'ptPijon-

based access to further improve it. by browsing through candid•ate captions and selccting good bet.' orn a

more informed basis than with kevv4ord lists.

2. Preiious work

Mlany researchers have worked on the problem of accessing multimedia data efficiently. although •we

know of no one who has tried to use captions in the central way that we do. Some research in infonna-

tion retrievad has investicated semantic representations of retrieval objects instead of keyword lists. The

pioneering work of Kolodner (1983) embedded facts for retrieval in a complicated semantic network.

and used a variety of special heuristics suggested by human reasoning to intelligently search that net-

work. Cohen and Kjeldsen (1987) proposed spreading activation over a semantic network to find quali-

tatively good associative matches. Rau (1987) proposed a two-stage retrieval process from a semantic

network, a spreading activation followed by graph matching: input questions (but not the data) were

English. so much of the implementation was natural-language processing. Smith et al (1989) handled

term-name differences between query and datum by using a hierarchy of concepts, where all levels

could have pointers to retrieval objects. Sembok and van Rijsbergen (1990) translated natural-languace

texts into a predicate-calculus representation and then indexed terms for later retrieval.
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Researchers in databases have been increasingly interested in multimedia databases. Some of this

research concerns good ways of describing multimedia data for efficient retrieval, as the special sum-

mary data to describe pictures in Chang et al (1988) and the special parameters for describing video in

Nagel (1988). Such descriptive information should be pait of a good caption on the media datum.

Other research concerns efficient administration of a database system containing multimedia objects.

which can often be difficult because of its highly varied and highly storage-intensive formats. Bertino

et al (1988). Roussopoulous et al (1988). Gibbs et al (1987). and Woelk et al (1986) exemplify this

work, with an emphasis on conceptual modeling and query languages.

A longtime concern of artificial intelligence has been manipulating descriptions of the world, and many

of its results apply to our problem. A variety of books address practical issues in knowledge represen-

tation, as Rowke (1988) and Davis (1990). Allen (1987) summarizes the state of the art in natural

language processing. Grosz et al (1987) exemplifies the current state of natural-language processing

tools, in presenting a powerful design tool for creating natural-language parsers and interpreters for a

wide variety of domains. Katz (1988) has ideas about the special problem of using English for retrieval

from databases.

An alternative to caption matching and indexing by keywords is content analysis of media data at query

time, but this is usually too hard. There are some exceptions, such ats scanning text to find a paricular

word. But such purely syntactic analysis is inflexible and of limited value for pictures, video, and audio

for which inferencing is often needed. For instance, we could not match the fish picture to a query

about life in coral forests, since coral is not visible in the picture. And additional information must

always supplement content analysis, ais for instance time of day or a picture's photographer.

3. Overview of our MARIE system

Fig. I shows a block diagram of the data structures in our MARIE system for efficient caption-based

access to multimedia diata, and Fig. 2 describes the blocks. MARIE is implemented in Quintus Prolog.

At the top left in Fig. 1. human experts supply media data and their associated captions for storage in
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the multimedia database, and at the top right, non-expert humans query the data. The media data

(which comprise the multimedia database) are stored in a separate system on a separate processor, since

they generally require much more space than the rest of the system. Pictures are the most common

form of media data: each is at least the complexity of a television picture. so for a target of one million

media data items, the multimedia database should be about 1011 bytes. This number and the generally

read-only nature of the media data suggest optical storage. Our previous work of Meyer-Wegener et al

(1989) and Holtkamp et al (1990) proposed details of management of the multimedia database, which

we do not have space to discuss here.

The main innovation of our design is the access to media data through meaning lists, parsed and inter-

preted captions. instead of keywords. Meaning lists contain predicate-calculus expressions. and are

equivalent to semantic networks: Fig. 3 gives an example. Meaning lists specify the meaning of each

part of a natural-language utterance, then usually require that the conjunction of all meaning parts must

hold. MARIE translates both English captions and English queries into meaning lists, the former in

advance and the latter at query time.

Besides the captions themselves. MARIE requires auxiliary information from a lexicon, a concept

hierarchy for the domain, and frame recognition rules. The lexicon (or dictionary) is necessary for pars-

ing. and gives for each possible English word its part of speech, its grammatical forms, and the logicad

expression that represents it. The concept 'ierarchv is a type hierarchy on the possible concepts in

meaning lists. It has., both upward pointers (for semantic checking after parsing) and downward pointers

(for finding captions with terms that are subtypes of those in the query): there can be more than one

upward pointer from a concept. Lastly, the frame-recognition rules add inferences (usually generaliza-

tions) beyond what the natural language actually said.

The coarse-grain search does hash-table lookup of all occurrences of certain helpfully restrictive terms

in the literals. This gives caption pointers to caption objects containing these terms, candidates for

satisfying the query. Then the fine-grain search tries to match the full query meaning list against the

candidate captions' meaning lists, binding variables as necessary.
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A million media data items means a million captions. Judging from samples, the average caption will

take 100 bytes: captions should summarize, not exhaustively catalog. So the caption database will be

about 100 megabytes uncompressed, though compression techniques could reduce this. Note in Fig. 1

that some of the caption database is allocated to supercaptions. These are captions that describe a a set

of media data. eliminating some redundancy: Fig. 3 shows some example supercaption information.

Supercaptions are an important part of our design. and are a more user-friendly way of modeling

hierarchical structure in data than an index on keywords.

After some preliminary experiments with a simple parser and a simple retrieval scheme for some pic-

tures about World War II, we are now applying MARIE to photographs at the Naval Center. Eventu-

ally we intend to have 36.0(X) photographs and their captions online in un optical jukebox. Fig. 4

shows an example Sun-3 screen image from the current implementation. The query ,.is "mrissile on an

aircraft over a range", specified in the window at the lower right. and two smadl pictures, were retrieved

along with their registration information, shown in the lower left and lower middle of the screen: the

upper right window shows parse-process information. (The pictures Iook beuter in color.)

4. Knowledge representation

With methodology anJ software developed in Rowe (1I988). we put meaning lists in Prolog linked-list

format, lis•s of literals expressing properties or binary relationships. To simplify matching. we limit

predicates to a small set of primitive properties and relationships, for instance, we do not distinguish

between "within". "inside". "part-of'. "containing", and "comprising" relationships. However, we take

care to represent the cornect direction of relationships and to cover all words of the English input.

Conceptual generalization on the contents of meaning lists enables captions and queries to be consider-

ably more informative. There are three kinds. First, a complete and thorough type hierarchy for the

concepts (nouns and verbs) in the domain of discourse must be created. For instance for pictures of

organisms, part is a species taxonomy, part is a taxonomy of observable characteristics of single organ-

isms, pan is a taxonomy of social characteristics, and part is a taxonomy of photographic terms. Type
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information can be obtained from domain experts using techniques of knowledge acquisition for expert

systems. Much of it can come from a natural-language dictionary, and it would be necessary anyway

for finding subtypes of keywords. without which user-friendly access through keywords is impossible.

It can be stored in the lexicon, since it helps determine the sense of verbs. Fig. 5 shows some lexicon

entries from the 1951-word lexicon we used for the experiments repo~rted in the last section of this

paper: these are hashed and retrieved automatically by the Prolog interpreter.

A second kiad of generalization information we use is the "frame" or "script" abstraction that frequently

occurs in describing stereotypical human activities. "Coral", "fish", and "camera" in the cardinal-fish

caption of section I suggest an observational underwater-photography activity using scuba gear: no sin-

gle word indicates this. only the combination of clues. This is a "frame" or "script" problem and needs

techniques like those in Schank and Abelson t1977). Such abstractions and their clues are usuall%

highly topic-dependent. and must be obtained from an expert on the topic: they can be delined by rules

that insert new terms into the lists, extra terms to exploit in matching. Our current implementation has

some such rules in the final phase of meaning-list construction, and they are expressed as Prolog rules.

but we could implement more.

A third kind of conceptual generalization is an idea previously not much explored: the slqcrcuptiow . a

caption that describes more than one media datum. For instance, the cardinal-fish caption could be a

subcaption for the supercaption "Dive on 10/12/89 in Suruga Bay", which in turn could be a subcaption

of the supercaption "1989 NGS/Tokyo Broadcasting System/Toba Aquarium project on Suruga Bay.

Japan." A supercaption should be a full caption. not just a conceptual generalization like "dives". The

Naval Air Warfare Center photographs have many supercaptions, often corresponding to tests con-

ducted. Supercaptons can be obtained from a domain expert just like captions. and are most useful

when they give information unobtainable from the concept hierarchy, like the dates, times, and places

of a set of photos taken together. Supercaptions can create a hierarchy different from the type hierar-

chy: they can represent how an expert clusters media data using complex tradeoffs. "Registration" data.

about how media objects were created, is often best expressed with supercaptions. For instance for a
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photograph, this includes the photographer, the type of film, the exposure, the date and time the picture

was taken. the place where the picture was taken, information that would require tedious labor to enter

for every picture.

Our implementational approach to supercaptions is simple: we append all supercaptions (searching

upward in the supercaption hierarchy) to the front of its subcaption to get the full subcaption for pars-

ing, putting periods after the subcaption and supercaption if none were there before. That is. we

assume additive semantics, and this works fine for nearly all supercaptions because our parser handles

multi-sentence captions. This appending can be done when the database is entered, so its efficiency is

not very important.

5. More about the natural-language understanding

We expect that most of the description of a media datum is best input in naturad language. Other

sources of descriptive information can supplement the naturl language. like formatted rciý,vtration data

and any results of content analysis.

An illustration that the problem of understanding media-descriptive captionsý is considertbly simpler

than general natural-language understanding is provided by the statistics on the 31.i) distinct ý%ords

from the 36,(H0) Naval Center picture captions ( 15,,M) of which are codes and abbrcviation-.. 'k hi'h %ke

believe are typical of applications in which captions describe technical subjects and activities. Fig. 6

gives the frequencies of the 100 most common words among the 6( 00.,XX) words of thosc captions.

Most are nouns, and those that can be verbs can alŽ.o be nouns (and do occur in the captions primarnly

as nouns). And the semantics of these words is relatively straightforward. except for the prepositions of

which there are few in English. Thus a primary objective is a good type hierarchy for nouns.

Currently we are using the software DBG from Language Systems Inc. (Woodland Hills, California

for about half of our natural-language understanding comxonent; we found its speed was reasonable on

test sentences. We supply the lexicon, including the type information discussed in section 4, case infor-
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mation, and morphology.

6. Query processing

We use a query-processing approach influenced by Rau's SCISOR (1987). with an emphasis on a

variety of knowledge for different purposes: it used a two-phase search process.

6.1. Fine-grain search

We first find captions whose meaning lisLs match key terms of the query meaning list (i arse-.'rain

search): then for each that matches the whole caption. we retrieve the corresponding media ohicý:t

(finc-.erwin scarch). Fine-grain search thus requires a subgraph-matching algorithm to match a c.aption

to a query hy binding vruiablcs and backtracking as necessan. Subgraph matching is much addressed

in computer science, and there are algorithms for many special cases of it. In the worst case. the Len-

eral suhYraph-matching problem is exponential in complexity since the general algorithms are NP-hard.

But the worst case will not lilelv to happen in real databases with real user queries. as it requires a sin-

gle predicate nane N: used. We exploited the auwomatic backtracking features of the Prolog languace

in implementing the tine-grain matching.

6.2. Coarse-grain search

To handle our planned one million data items, we allocate logl0 ,=20 bits for each pointer. Judging

from analysis of sample captions, there are about 20 indexable items per caption, 5() to be safe, so we

need about 125 megabytes total for pointers from query terms to .aptions. This suggests the pointers

be in secondary storage. Hashing to them is the simplest and fastest access method. So we identify

key terms (which we define as nouns and verbs) in the meaning list translation of a user query. hash

these to a secondary-storage table of caption pointers, intersect the pointer lists. and look up the

corresponding captions. Partial matching can be permitted by a match threshold K, which is the

number of lists intersected that must contain a pointer for the pointer to be considered acceptable.

-9-



Our hash table stores only exact matches. For instance, if a caption mentions cardinal fish, then only

the hash table entry for "cardinal fish" points to it. not the entry for "fish". So a query that mentions

just "fish" must use the concept hierarchy to reach other hash-table entries to find the cardinal-fish cap-

tion. This saves much space at the expense of (main-memory) time to follow the downward pointers.

We also save space by using supercaption pointers in the hash table.

Disjunctions are treated just like the subtypes and subcaptions, which are implicit disjunctions. (Dis-

junctions in captions should be usually rejected as too vague to be a good description.) Also. other

kinds of inheritance besides the type ;nherancc of section 4 can he exploited (Rowe (1988). Rowe

(1991)). For instance, a query. asking for pictures of planes with ceramic-composite wings should

match a cerunic-cormposite plane, since a wing is prtl of a plane. This kind of inference won't work at

all for certain properties (like cost) and works in the opposite direction for other properties 0ike defec-

tiveness of a part. wxhich inherits upwards to give defectiveness of a plane containing the partm. A rule-

based inference system covers the cases: the last entry in Fig. 5 illustrates the word-specific infornmation

necessary for such rules.

Once pointers to media data ha~v been found, it is often cost-effective to retrieve only the captions inrst.

Then users miay be able to rule out some of them without an expensive media datum f-1 1h. and such

selections also provide relevaace feedback for future partial malches.

7. Experimental results

To test our implementation. we randomly selet-ted 217 images and associated captions from the Photo

Lab (the photographic archive) of the Naval Air Warfare Center. The captions totalled 4488 words.

from which we built a 1951-word lexicon (including some words from an earlier application) and a

830-word type hierarchy on nouns and verbs. Then we asked Photo Lab personnel to provide us with

typical queries asked them: they supplied us with 46, 2 of which involved concepts, not in captions. We

ran MARIE on the 44 remaining queries, averaging 4.9 words in length: mean processing time was 14.1

seconds of CPU time and the median was 4.2 seconds, with 2 queries needing to be rephrased because
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of parsve failure. No concurrent processing was used. We then had Photo Lab personnel judge the

acceptability (yes/no) of the computer-selected photographs. From these tests, without changing the

natural-language processor. we had a recall of 93.61 and a precision of 94.7%, which suggest sound-

ness of the implementation. Photo Lab personnel also agreed our system was very easy to use. More

details are in Guglielmo (1992).
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Iiinct i mc CO MocIte n st recent ones II no m nic net ic diA Iz

Vicine 21 I):wimua turcltmf. wjit ;ippri-mlnmitesnc.tr;
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REPROt ,)CED NI X RMETEXES

Caption. "Sidewinder AIMI 9R missile mounted on F/A-18C BU# 163284 aircridt. nose I W0. Closcupl
view of front of missile and launcher."

Franie infivdcj i'qipipnent-deseripfion

Lvraniple fl(Ultl~Ierois iflhetriialJ/Ifron supcpt'ios ~(~f0lSpholograph) color), fixus mcndioio- ralrlC

Me~aning list (actiual parser oullur):

evenl( 'pstqparl(26297))- 1 - 1K fisc).
ref pt('noani262870)- 1- b'.froni).
lIxc( noun( 262870- 1-3)' .ot(ii('ouni( 262870-1-6)')).
inist)'noun)26297)- l-3)'.'AIN1 9R').
inst) noun(262870-1I-6)','F/A- 18XC').
ref_pU 'nounfi262971 1-2 -3) *fron)t).
ins)) noun( 262X7()-2- 1)' launcher).
Iag( notnn 262S70-1-7 )'.d 01) noun(26297))- 1 -6f*1)
inods) 'notin( 26287ol- I -7)'.&cýignaton *II10)')1.
insj( 'romji(2 62 S7 1)-j I 'no)

theme(* nounil (262870L2. I V'.oh *'riounlt262M7))1- IC.
irlds fOIfl 22X 1)-2 2621;Pl)L0se 2-)

motIs)'noti ti 262N 70- 1 -~ i dcsignabor() 163 2S4I)i
ij,o'W(noilo 262X7oI I-)~ .lraI_ i)

Ij(oin Oick current1 MA-R IE s% '1cm. p~sC";rropl'c ()t :md1ditioilmjll ilni

in-ii~r~bc or inilirwitac. NoL': Irpic1"Iimlclctrlills rclcr to clillvin
x rl cev.. "noirni262>A711- I -' iicin ithe )~)~ r of thl ic 111"I

ý;"flkl' br 1)[1u1to 202.ý70)
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REPRO!';JCEDA1 "• "":RNMENT EXPENSE

"Sidewinder" is a II¢llltl of .•VIIIO{IH type 9 •, proper noun

th(It I'(ltl hllv(" ot 11(/•',• H! fi •lttt t•f it) /'•ZlL£f !1•' • apitllizcd

umt is (I kim! nf n:t•.•ih"
nouu(' Sidv• indcr',moqh(Ol.lp(mi•silc )L

"Missile" is a tlOlHl of sv,,l/(/,li• ivpl, ] Ifl { ot./.IDltt] tlOlHl ,,.vhos(,

Ilurtlls ate ft)J;,tmJ h\' addinc "s"t. rind i5 (1 kind t• rhvst, tll t)tTc•-t
noun(missilemoq•hl 1 "l.fp( phy.•_obj 1).

"hHlllll f' iS •l Vt'th t•f Svtlttl• th type ]-a (a verb •hose third

person sin•ula• ends in "s". whose past l•atti(iple ends in "cd".
arid • hos€' I)!•'st't:! [•Jplitl[.ff(" cntJ5 in "Jttl?"). JlS svnt•!:yru l.• "hit".

¢ltld its ditcut ,h.!•'ct tntt•l t•¢ d physical otVect
verb( impac! .Inorph( I -aLfl•'at(hit),c;t•;e( I [ tlohjl physobj'Pl J).

Ally nti•qh'. •llt'!! IJl!" •ttd i• ttSe'lJ ivl I]lt" ttlt•SI ff(inllHtln •t'tlSt"

•!t Htc [•'tt. hits (l /,,/L/t•'ad. Dcv-ASSisl. (k•ttw. (ngttt•'. h•,tnutk'

dcvi¢c, hltl. fill. • !It Jlt'•ld. t:tld 1 [)[). tltl([ ,l 19ttS•i/r IS ti[• dV5 /•,ltt

•!f (ltt •lfhl• k Iltt• tHf[

[,( h:•s p:•rl.hulkhu;td •. c! h:• p:trt ,' [)cv-A•kl' •. cl h:•_par!.d• mac •.

t.'l h;l'• 1•;111 .cn•2inc !. •,€ h:•. p;irl.'h•mfin•: device 1. t:• h;•,,_p:trt. "l;dl lin' •.

c•hn'• p:lll x,.arht';M L •.lh:t,. |';l•l."Fl)[) 1. clpnrl_•d.';lll;i, k air,.r:fll" •[ i.

[:icn" g: E•.:uupIc cn;ric'• in Ihc ,:uncnt ]cx.it.'Ol'l ill M.\RIE. ptc;.olcd h,,

lh•.'n nll•.'ll"tvlali•'w•. Niqc lilt.' hr•.l lhrct' irl•.ltldt' I.•pc hicr;lr,,.hv

illl•alllV•ll•ll. "llw I,,nrlh ill'..hl•lC''• p:•rl-,.,.h,,Ic rt.'l;l!ioll'c'hl['•' IWLC•"qlI3
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REPRO!'iJCEDAI "-( "RNMENTEXPENSE

and (1779)) test (1416 W) of (14012) view ( 1 (43) (?n (9X21)
in (X172) with (7964) at (6149) aircraft (6)59) to (0417)

views (4701) from (3601) missile (3472) Post (3384) hldl 0 3101)
sled (3277) firing (3207) air (3136) aerial (4(0) pre (2X,5)
ront (28i07) side (2672) oblique (1(4X) I (2627) r'lc;ad L 2"4X)
or Q521) looking (2499) the (2474) ink (2473) exucllcu 12320)

lab (229!) target (2293) range (2240) run (2191) war'head (19Xg)
showing (I98I) motoir ( 195;3) cokoff (1935) facilitv (0lXS ) himhicr (IX 14)

2 (17XI) personnel (1 75) area (1751) sidewinder (17tX) Ltke 11092)
hbonh (1671) erier (1565) t;al (1504) rocket I 1549) ira, k I I 2 1)

clo'eiup (15 15) 3 (1512) copy (149I ) overall (1470)) 'Audli0 1 1167)
right (I 1SS• program (1320) 3/4 (1120)) hy (1306) inc 11 2X9)
ttle 1 22X8,o le'[ ( 12X) va;rious ( 127i) graphic•s (1270) H(1 2)S

before, 1266) s (1264) sn (1261) a (1259) c0u1110 1 1234)
china I1206) 5 (1179) nwc (1162) system (1120)) 1. king (I11 I I)
rear 1102) fast (0 1()) after (I 098) miod ( 10)95) hakground I1'11)

michelsn I 1(Wý4) vertical (10)03) seat (0.(W)) full (I( 4W) lImmh) fI X)
election (971)1 flight (964) facilities (9"35) ii ()31) .rr IQ21)

site I 2L ) n (013) Lsrm c (911) X1 (0)0 ) 1,
:tiIII po0rtr1,it (XIý) north oS•t) cimsrructiml I l' Itmmil' <S27)

[ienrc (,: The )00it frequent womos iln I,.O) I)) calpuon {(, H 'I
x . lnor the N:aV;l W Leappon Center photographic d Iah;;se.s , v uih their

frequcne if,".
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